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Abstract

This paper deals with the feasibility of using a 5 MW drivetrain which is designed for a land-based

turbine, on floating wind turbines. Four types of floating support structures are investigated: spar,

TLP and two semi-submersibles. The fatigue damage of mechanical components inside the gearbox

and main bearings is compared for different environmental conditions, ranging from cut-in to cut-

out wind speeds. For floating wind turbines, representative wave conditions are also considered.

All wind turbines are ensured to follow similar power curves, but differences in the control system

(integral to different concepts) are allowed. A de-coupled analysis approach is employed for the

drivetrain response analysis. First, an aero-hydro-servo-elastic code is employed for the global

analysis. Next, motions, moments and forces from the global analysis are applied on the gearbox

multi body model and the loads on gears and bearings are obtained. The results suggest that the

main bearings sustain more damage in floating wind turbines than on land-based. The highest

main bearing damage is observed for the spar floating wind turbine. The large wave induced axial

load on the main shaft is found to be the primary reason of this high damage in the spar wind

turbine. Apart from the main bearings - which are located on the main shaft outside the gearbox

- other bearings and gears inside the gearbox hold damages in floating wind turbines equal or even

less than in the land-based turbine. It is emphasized that the results presented in this study are

based on a drivetrain with two main bearings, which considerably reduces the non-torque loads on
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the gearbox.
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1. Introduction1

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in extracting energy from offshore wind,2

primarily due to the high mean wind speed and steady wind conditions. The offshore wind energy3

research and development has shifted from the shallow water bottom-fixed wind turbines to deeper4

waters with floating turbines. The first major floating wind turbine prototype, Hywind, was5

installed in 2009 off the coast of Norway and the second one, WindFloat, in 2011 in Portugal.6

While there are many studies on the structural loads and their effects on floating wind turbines7

(e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4]), limited drivetrains’ studies have been published. Among the few studies on this8

subject, Xing et al. [5] and Nejad et al. [6] found higher load effects in some of the mechanical9

components in spar type wind turbines compared to land-based turbines.10

The gearbox is yet the dominant technology in wind turbine drivetrains with market share11

above 85% [7]. The current wind turbine gearbox design is based on the IEC 61400-4 [8] which12

does not address the floating wind turbines. On the gearbox component level, Dong et al. [9],13

Nejad et al. [10] and Jiang et al. [11] have investigated the gear contact fatigue, gear tooth root14

bending fatigue and bearing contact fatigue in wind turbine drivetrains respectively. However, all15

these studies were based on land-based or bottom-fixed wind turbines, and not floating turbines.16

A main research question is then whether it is possible to use the drivetrains designed for land-17

based wind turbines on the floating ones. This paper addresses this question and aims to identify18

the most drivetrain-friendly floating wind turbine. To achieve this, a 5 MW three stage reference19

gearbox [12] is considered for a land-based, spar, TLP and two semi-submersibles wind turbines.20

Both global response analysis of these wind turbine concepts and local response analysis of the21

drivetrain are carried out. The fatigue damage of gears and bearings in floating wind turbines22

is then compared with the fatigue damage of the land-based turbines in different environmental23

conditions.24
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2. Wind Turbines and Drivetrain Models25

2.1. Wind Turbine Models26

A land-based and four floating wind turbines (FWTs) are considered in the present study: a27

spar platform, a tension leg platform (TLP), and two semi-submersibles, as depicted in Figure 1.28

The FWTs are summarized in Table 1. The same platforms have been previously investigated with29

attention to the effects of fault in the blade pitch controller [13] and to the effects of misalignment30

between the wind and waves [14]. All of the models were assumed to support the NREL 5 MW31

wind turbine [15] with the OC3 Hywind tower [16]. Each of the platforms and their respective32

numerical models are described in greater detail in sections 2.1.1-2.1.5.33

Figure 1: Wind turbine models (from left to right): land-based, spar, TLP, semi-submersible 1 (with offset turbine),

and semi-submersible 2 (with turbine in middle).

2.1.1. Land-based34

The NREL 5 MW wind turbine [15] with the OC3 Hywind tower [16] was selected as the35

benchmark land-based concept for this study. This wind turbine is a three-bladed, upwind, pitch-36

controlled turbine. The specifications are presented in Table 2. Using the OC3 Hywind tower37

(cantilevered at a height of 10m) allows for direct comparison with the floating models, but gives38
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Table 1: Floating wind turbines.

Spar TLP Semi 1 Semi 2

Water depth (m) 320 150 320 200

Displacement (tonnes) 8227 5796 4619 14260

Hull mass (tonnes) 7466 2682 3810 13473

Draft (m) 120 22 17 20

Waterline diameter (m) 6.5 14.0 10.0a 12.0/6.5b

Surge natural period (s) 129.5 41.9 107.0 115.9

Sway natural period (s) 129.5 41.9 124.8 115.9

Heave natural period (s) 31.7 0.6 19.9 17.1

Roll natural period (s) 29.7 2.8 35.6 26.0

Pitch natural period (s) 29.7 2.8c 37.4 26.0

Yaw natural period (s) 8.2d 18.0 68.5 80.2

Tower bending period (s) 2.1 0.4e 2.3 2.4

a Single column

b Single offset column/Centre column

c Includes tower bending

d Low natural period in yaw is due to high yaw stiffness from

the delta mooring configuration

e Second tower bending mode

the land-based turbine somewhat higher natural frequencies than the original NREL 5 MW baseline39

turbine [15].40

Table 2: Land-based tower and turbine specifications [15, 16].

Parameter Value

Type Upwind/3 blades

Cut-in, rated and cut-out wind speed (m/s) 3, 11.4, 25

Hub height (m) 87.6

Rotor diameter (m) 126

Hub diameter (m) 3

Rotor mass (×1,000 kg) 110

Tower mass (×1,000 kg) 249.718

Nacelle mass (×1,000 kg) 240

Hub mass (×1,000 kg) 56.8
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2.1.2. Spar41

The OC3 Hywind spar platform, as defined by Jonkman [16], was included in the present study.42

Spar platforms are characterized by their large draft and small waterline area. Heavy ballast deep in43

the hull gives the platform its stability. In the global analysis, first order and viscous hydrodynamic44

forces as well as mean wave drift forces were applied and Newman’s approximation was used to45

estimate the difference-frequency wave excitation. A catenary chain mooring system with delta46

lines and clump weights was applied to model the given mooring system stiffness [16]. The mooring47

lines were modelled using bar elements and connecting joints, allowing for a full dynamic solution.48

2.1.3. TLP49

TLPs are characterized by their vertical pre-tensioned tendons which provide stability. The pre-50

tension makes the platform stiff in heave, roll, and pitch, while still allowing for surge, sway, and51

yaw motions. In this study, the TLP hull was selected to be an approximately half-scale version52

of the original Sea Star oil platform [17]. Additional details regarding this TLP wind turbine53

design are provided by Bachynski and Moan [4], who identify it as TLPWT 3. Compared to other54

published TLP designs (e.g. [18, 19]), this design has relatively stiff tendons. As shown in Table55

1, the TLP has lower hull mass and shorter natural periods than the other FWTs. For the global56

analysis, the tendons were modelled using axis-symmetric beam elements. Hydrodynamic forces on57

the tendons were applied using Morison’s equation. For the hull, in addition to the first order and58

viscous forces, difference-frequency forces using Newman’s approximation and sum-frequency forces59

due to the full second order potential solution were also applied. Due to limitations in the present60

version of the software, difference-frequency forces due to the full second order potential solution61

could not be applied simultaneously with the sum-frequency forces. There is no theoretical reason62

for not being able to apply both sum- and difference-frequency forces due to the full second order63

potential solution simultaneously; this is simply a limitation of the software at present. Since the64

sum-frequency forces are more critical for the platform response [20, 21] Newman’s approximation65

was used for the difference frequency components.66

2.1.4. Semi-submersible 167

Semi-submersibles are characterized by their large waterplane moment of inertia, which provides68

stability without requiring the deep draft of a spar platform. The platform natural periods are69

much longer than the first order wave periods. The first of two semi-submersible designs studied70
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here was similar, but not identical, to the generic WindFloat specification [22]. As in the WindFloat71

design, the wind turbine is placed on one of the offset columns. WindFloat has an active ballast72

system that counteracts the rotor’s thrust force and reduces the mean platform pitch to nearly73

zero. The reaction time of this system is 20 minutes [22]. In the global analysis model, the74

ballast system was included by making the mass model a function of the mean wind speed, i.e.75

by giving different mass and restoring matrices for each environmental condition. The mass and76

restoring matrices were kept constant throughout each time domain simulation because the mean77

wind speed remained constant throughout the simulation. The ballast model in the simulations78

also counteracted the rotor torque moment. A multi-body hull model of semi-submersible 1 was79

used in the global analysis. The columns and heave plates were treated as rigid bodies, while the80

braces were modelled by flexible beams, following [23]. A detailed description of this model can81

be found in [24]. A long-term fatigue analysis of this concept is also presented in [25].82

2.1.5. Semi-submersible 283

The second semi-submersible concept was the OC4 DeepCWind semi-submersible, as described84

in detail by Robertson et al. [26]. For this concept, the wind turbine is located on the centre85

column. There are three offset columns with pontoons around the centre column, each of which has86

an attached catenary mooring line. Braces are used to connect all of the columns as an integrated87

body. With approximately 3.5 times the hull mass of semi-submersible 1, semi-submersible 288

weighs in as the largest of the studied concepts in terms of both displacement and mass. For the89

global analysis, this concept was also modelled using a multi-body hull [23]. The four columns90

were modelled as rigid bodies, with first order and viscous hydrodynamic forces applied, while the91

braces were modelled as flexible beams with Morison-type loads. In this study, the orientation of92

the platform with respect to the wind is opposite that described by Robertson et al. [26, 27].93

2.2. Drivetrain Model94

In this paper, a 5 MW reference gearbox [12] has been used. This reference gearbox consists95

of three stages; two planetary and one parallel helical stage which was designed for the NREL 596

MW offshore reference wind turbine. It includes two main bearings to reduce the non-torque loads97

entering the gearbox. Table 3 presents the gearbox specifications. The layout, bearings and gears98

nomenclatures and topology are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The first torsional natural frequency99

of this reference drivetrain is about 2 Hz [15] which is modelled in the global analysis.100
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Table 3: 5 MW reference gearbox specification [12].
Parameter Value

Type 2 Planetary + 1 Parallel

1st stage ratio 1:3.947

2nd stage ratio 1:6.167

3rd stage ratio 1:3.958

Total ratio 1:96.354

Designed power (kW) 5000

Rated input shaft speed (rpm) 12.1

Rated generator shaft speed (rpm) 1165.9

Figure 2: 5 MW reference gearbox schematic layout[12].

Figure 3: 5 MW reference gearbox topology[12].

3. Methodology101

The dynamic loads applied on the drivetrain are obtained through a de-coupled analysis ap-102

proach - see Fig. 4. The global analysis was first carried out in an aero-servo-hydrodynamic103

analysis tool and the forces and moments on the main shaft were obtained. These forces and104

moments together with drivetrain accelerations were then applied as input on a detailed drivetrain105

model and the local responses were measured. These steps are discussed in sections 3.1-3.3.106
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Figure 4: De-coupled approach for wind turbine gearbox analysis.

3.1. Global Analysis107

Three integrated computer codes were used to model the global behaviour of the FWT systems108

in the time domain: SIMO, which models the rigid body hydrodynamics of the hull based on109

the input of frequency-domain hydrodynamic excitation and radiation loads from WAMIT as110

well as the viscous load from Morison’s equation [28]; RIFLEX, which includes the finite element111

solver, flexible elements for the mooring lines (or tendons), tower, shaft, blades, and braces, and112

the link to an external controller [29]; and AeroDyn, which provides the forces and moments on113

the blades based on Blade Element/Momentum (BEM) or Generalized Dynamic Wake (GDW)114

theories, including dynamic stall, tower shadow, and skewed inflow correction [30]. The generator115

torque and blade pitch control system was written in Java. This combination provided a stable116

nonlinear finite element solver, sophisticated hydrodynamics, well-tested aerodynamics, and control117

logic. The SIMO-RIFLEX wind turbine module has been previously verified [31, 32], and the118

SIMO-RIFLEX-AeroDyn combination has been documented [33].119

In the global analysis models, the hulls of the spar and TLP platforms were considered as rigid120

bodies, while the semi-submersibles were analyzed using multi-body hull models. The hydrody-121
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namic models of the concepts included a combination of potential flow and Morison’s equation.122

The first order potential flow solution for each concept was computed using a panel model. The123

resulting added mass, radiation damping, and wave excitation were applied in the time domain124

using convolution. Additional viscous forces on large-volume components were included through125

the drag term in the Morison’s equation. Morison’s equation (including added mass, the Froude-126

Krylov and the diffraction forces) was also applied to slender elements such as braces and mooring127

lines which were not included in the panel model.128

The aerodynamics model for the global analysis was chosen based on the wind speed. The BEM129

theory was applied for wind speeds lower than 8 m/s; otherwise the GDW theory was applied. At130

each time step in the dynamic simulation, aerodynamic loads were computed and applied to the131

structural model of the blades, which consisted of 17 nonlinear beam elements per blade.132

The blade pitch control routines for FWTs are generally modified from those used on land-based133

turbines in order to avoid negative damping effect on platform resonant motions [34],[35]. In the134

present work, the OC3-Hywind control parameters were applied to the spar and semi-submersible135

wind turbines. Although the natural frequencies of the TLP are quite high, an intermediate136

control system was applied for the TLP wind turbine to avoid negative feedback in the wave137

frequency range. The control system parameters are given in Table 4. KI and KP are the integral138

and proportional coefficients for the blade pitch PI controller respectively. The controller natural139

frequency is ωψn.140

Table 4: Control system parameters.

Land-based TLP Spar, Semi-subs 1 and 2

KI 0.008069 0.003586 0.000896

KP (s) 0.018826 0.012551 0.006276

ωψn (rad/s) 0.6 0.4 0.2

Above-rated strategy constant power constant torque constant torque

A numerical hindcast model from the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens (NKUA)141

was used to generate 10-year statistics for several locations in the North Sea, Atlantic Ocean, and142

Mediterranean Sea for the Marina Platform project [36]. Six environmental conditions (ECs) based143

on the conditions near the Cabo Silleiro buoy off the coast of Portugal were selected for this study144

and for other comparisons [14]. Table 5 describes the characteristics of the waves (significant wave145

height Hs and peak period Tp) and wind (hub-height mean speed U and turbulence intensity I).146
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These conditions represent a range of operational conditions for the turbine, including low wind147

speeds which are likely to be encountered often.148

Table 5: Environmental conditions.

EC1 EC2 EC3 EC4 EC5 EC6

Hs (m) 2.0 4.5 5.0 5.0 4.0 5.5

Tp (s) 8.0 12.0 14.0 12.0 10.0 14.0

U (m/s) 4.0 7.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 20.0

I (-) 0.26 0.19 0.16 0.15 0.14 0.12

P (EC)(-)∗ 1.93×10−4 1.99×10−4 1.65×10−4 1.86×10−4 1.57×10−4 1.12×10−4

∗ P is given for a (0.73 m/s, 0.5 m, 0.5 s) box in the (U , Hs, Tp) space. The values

given for (U , Hs, Tp) are the centres of boxes.

The JONSWAP wave model was used to generate the wave history with time step t=0.2s and149

frequency resolution ∆ω = 2.4×10−4 rad/s. The wind field was generated according to the Kaimal150

spectrum in TurbSim [37], using 32x32 points in the rotor plane with time step 0.05 seconds, and151

the normal turbulence model was applied for Class C turbines [38]. A power law vertical wind152

speed profile with exponent 0.14 was applied to the mean wind speed [39].153

Finally, Table 5 also shows the probability of encountering the given conditions, where the154

probability P is given for a (0.73 m/s, 0.5 m, 0.5 s) box in the (U , Hs, Tp) space [25]. It should be155

noted that the chosen wave conditions represent relatively large waves for the given wind speeds,156

such that these conditions have relatively small probabilities. Conditions with relatively large157

waves were expected to show the most important differences between FWT concepts.158

3.2. Drivetrain Load Effect Analysis159

The reference gearbox was modelled in a multibody system (MBS) dynamic analysis tool,160

Simpack [40], as shown in Fig. 5. The MBS tool provides a powerful method for load effect analysis161

of wind turbine drivetrains and has been successfully used in earlier studies (e.g. [5, 41, 42, 43]).162

The gearbox in the MBS model consists of rigid or flexible bodies connected with appropriate force163

elements and joints. Gears are rigid with compliance at teeth while bearings are modelled with164

6 DOF stiffness matrices. More details about the MBS modelling of wind turbine gearboxes are165

provided by Oyague [44] and Nejad et al. [12].166

As shown in the Fig. 5, the forces and moments obtained from global analysis were applied on167

the main shaft. On the generator side, the generator speed was controlled to follow the same speed168
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calculated by the global analysis. The nacelle motions were also applied on the base plate for both169

floating wind turbines as well as the land-based. The MBS simulation was then carried out for170

3800 sec. with sampling frequency of 200 Hz. The first 200 sec. of the results were discarded. Due171

to the long simulation time and high number of simulations, one simulation for each environmental172

condition was considered. In another study [6], the fatigue damage of gears and bearings in the 5173

MW spar type wind turbine was carried out through six simulations. For a single environmental174

condition in that study, the difference in estimated fatigue based on a single simulation and six175

simulations was less than 10%. It is also important to note that the results presented in this paper176

are compared with the land-based case where the same wind (and wave) inputs are used for all177

conditions. In order to account for this uncertainty, only the comparison results above 10% are178

counted - see result section.179

Figure 5: 5 MW gearbox MBS model [12].

3.3. Fatigue Damage Comparison180

The dynamic forces obtained from the MBS model were then post-processed and the one hour181

fatigue damage in gears and bearings was calculated. For gears, the gear tooth root bending fatigue182

damage was calculated. Among the many failure modes of gears, tooth breakage can cause serious183

damage to the gearbox [41]. The gear tooth root bending stress was calculated based on the ISO184

6336-3 method [45], then the one hour damage was obtained from [10]:185

D =
N

Kc

∫ +∞

0

smf(s) ds =
N

Kc

AmΓ
(

1 +
m

B

)
(1)
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where Γ() is the gamma function and A and B are the Weibull shape and scale parameters of186

the stress range distribution. N is the number of stress cycles in one hour and Kc and m are187

characteristic values from the gear SN curve. For the gears in this study, m = 6.225 and log10(Kc) =188

24.744. The stress range number of cycles was calculated by the load duration distribution (LDD)189

method. For each bin, the stress range, s, starts from zero to the maximum stress in that bin.190

More details about this method and the gear tooth root fatigue damage calculation can be found191

in Nejad et al. [10].192

Bearings are designed based on the desired life expressed by [8]:193

L = (
C

P
)a (2)

in which L is the bearing basic life defined as the number of cycles that 90% of an identical group194

of bearings achieve, under a certain test conditions, before the fatigue damage appears. C is the195

basic load rating and is constant for a given bearing. The parameter a = 3 for ball bearing and196

a = 10
3

for roller bearings. P is the dynamic equivalent radial or thrust load calculated from [46]:197

P = XFr + Y Fa (3)

where Fa and Fr are the axial and radial loads on the bearing respectively and X and Y are198

constant factors obtained from the bearing manufacturer.199

Equation 2 is one form of SN curve formulation; thus, one can estimate the bearing fatigue200

damage from [41]:201

D =
∑
i

li
Li

=
1

Ca

∑
i

liPi
a (4)

in this equation, li is the life (in number of cycles) used by the load range Pi and Li is the life or202

number of cycles to the failure. More information on fatigue damage in wind turbine bearings can203

be found in [41, 11] and [42].204

In the present work, the fatigue damage in gears and bearings of floating wind turbines is205

presented via comparison with the land-based turbine. This is expressed in percentage, χ, defined206

as:207

χ =
DFL −DLB

DLB

× 100 (5)

where DLB and DFL are the fatigue damage in the land-based and floating turbines, respectively.208

Negative values of χ indicate that fatigue damage in the floating turbine is less than that of the209

land-based turbine for that particular component.210
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4. Results & Discussion211

It is important to ensure that all wind turbines follow the same - or similar - power curves212

before comparing the fatigue damages in the components. As it is presented in Figure 6, the213

mean power is almost equal for all the case study wind turbines. Note that the power loss is not214

considered in this figure.215

Figure 6: Power curve for spar, TLP, semi-1, semi-2 and land-based case study turbines.

It is also of interest to compare forces and moments in the main shaft of wind turbines. Figure216

7 illustrates the mean and standard deviation of forces and moments in the main shaft of the217

spar, TLP, semi-1, semi-2 and land-based wind turbines for all environmental conditions. The218

coordinates used in this figure are shown in the Figure 5. FX corresponds to the thrust force,219

while MX corresponds to the torque. Figure 7 shows that the axial force in the main shaft appears220

to be the most affected parameter in floating wind turbines compared with the land-based wind221

turbine. The axial force in the spar wind turbine has the highest mean and standard deviation, as222

shown in Figure 7.223

Comparisons of fatigue damage are made for all bearings. Many gearbox failures initiate at the224

bearings and are often those with high probability of fatigue failure. Comparisons are also made225

for two gears: the sun gear at first stage and the third pinion, these were selected based on the226

fatigue ranking procedure proposed by Nejad et al. [41]. Figure 8 illustrates the fatigue damage227

ranking of the components of the land-based 5 MW reference gearbox [12].228

For the chosen components, the fatigue damage comparison factors χ—described in Equation229

5—are presented in Tables 6, 7, 8 and 9 for the spar, semi-1, semi-2 and TLP respectively.230
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Figure 7: Mean and standard deviation of forces and moments applied on the main shaft in spar, TLP, semi-1,

semi-2 and land-based turbines.

The bearings in the comparison tables are listed based on their locations in the gearbox, from231

the rotor to the generator side. As it was discussed earlier, the χ values between -10 to +10 are232

ignored. The red values indicate higher damage compared to the land-based turbine while the233

green values imply lower damages.234
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Figure 8: Gearbox “vulnerability map” or components fatigue damage ranking for the 5 MW land-based wind

turbine [12].

Table 6: Spar: fatigue damage comparison factor, χ %.

Component Description EC1 EC2 EC3 EC4 EC5 EC6

INP-A Main bearing, upwind -8 -10 -17 -17 -19 -21

INP-B Main bearing, downwind 35 175 179 205 210 280

PLC-A 1st stage planet carrier bearing, upwind -4 -6 -15 -21 -18 -19

PLC-B 1st stage planet carrier bearing, downwind -5 -8 -16 -16 -19 -20

PL-A 1st stage planet bearing, upwind 1 -1 4 -2 -1 0

PL-B 1st stage planet bearing, downwind -4 -6 0 -4 -4 -4

IMS-PLC-A 2nd stage planet carrier bearing, upwind -4 -6 -13 -16 -14 -14

IMS-PLC-B 2nd stage planet carrier bearing, downwind -3 -4 -10 -14 -19 -29

IMS-PL-A 2nd stage planet bearing, upwind -1 -2 5 -2 0 1

IMS-PL-B 2nd stage planet bearing, downwind -2 -4 2 -3 -2 -1

IMS-A Bearing on medium speed shaft -2 -4 -3 -6 -6 -8

IMS-B Bearing on medium speed shaft -2 -3 1 -3 -3 -3

IMS-C Bearing on medium speed shaft -2 -2 2 -2 -2 -2

HS-A Bearing on high speed shaft -6 -3 4 -2 -1 0

HS-B Bearing on high speed shaft -5 -5 0 -3 -4 -3

HS-C Bearing on high speed shaft -5 -5 -1 -5 -4 -4

Sun gear 1st stage sun gear -49 -9 11 -2 2 0

Pinion 3rd stage pinion 11 -11 11 -4 0 -2

The first impression of the results is that the second main bearing, INP-B, sustains more damage235

in all floating turbines than in the land-based turbine. INP-B supports both radial and axial forces.236

For this bearing the equivalent load, P , is calculated from equation 3 as P = 0.67Fr + 3.6Fa, thus237

any change in the axial force impacts significantly the equivalent load. As it is shown in Figure238
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Table 7: Semi-1: fatigue damage comparison factor, χ %.

Component Description EC1 EC2 EC3 EC4 EC5 EC6

INP-A Main bearing, upwind -34 -5 -9 -6 -8 -5

INP-B Main bearing, downwind -23 74 42 45 56 40

PLC-A 1st stage planet carrier bearing, upwind -31 0 -6 -1 -4 0

PLC-B 1st stage planet carrier bearing, downwind -32 -2 -7 -3 -6 -2

PL-A 1st stage planet bearing, upwind -27 1 2 0 1 6

PL-B 1st stage planet bearing, downwind -29 -2 -2 -2 -2 1

IMS-PLC-A 2nd stage planet carrier bearing, upwind -33 -1 -6 -3 -4 -1

IMS-PLC-B 2nd stage planet carrier bearing, downwind -34 -3 -10 -11 -15 -22

IMS-PL-A 2nd stage planet bearing, upwind -32 0 2 0 2 7

IMS-PL-B 2nd stage planet bearing, downwind -33 -1 0 -1 0 4

IMS-A Bearing on medium speed shaft -31 -2 -4 -3 -3 -3

IMS-B Bearing on medium speed shaft -31 -1 -1 -1 -1 2

IMS-C Bearing on medium speed shaft -30 1 1 0 0 4

HS-A Bearing on high speed shaft -30 0 1 0 1 6

HS-B Bearing on high speed shaft -30 -3 -2 -2 -1 2

HS-C Bearing on high speed shaft -30 -3 -3 -3 -2 0

Sun gear 1st stage sun gear -69 -6 4 -2 1 4

Pinion 3rd stage pinion -83 -7 3 -3 0 2

Table 8: Semi-2: fatigue damage comparison factor, χ %.

Component Description EC1 EC2 EC3 EC4 EC5 EC6

INP-A Main bearing, upwind -7 -18 -16 -9 -12 -12

INP-B Main bearing, downwind 16 79 88 119 114 115

PLC-A 1st stage planet carrier bearing, upwind -3 -14 -15 -8 -12 -12

PLC-B 1st stage planet carrier bearing, downwind -4 -16 -16 -9 -12 -12

PL-A 1st stage planet bearing, upwind -12 -7 -4 5 5 6

PL-B 1st stage planet bearing, downwind -15 -9 -2 9 7 4

IMS-PLC-A 2nd stage planet carrier bearing, upwind -3 -14 -13 -3 -6 -5

IMS-PLC-B 2nd stage planet carrier bearing, downwind -3 -16 -14 -5 -12 -24

IMS-PL-A 2nd stage planet bearing, upwind -13 -7 -3 7 6 7

IMS-PL-B 2nd stage planet bearing, downwind -12 -8 -2 9 8 6

IMS-A Bearing on medium speed shaft -5 -12 -7 4 2 0

IMS-B Bearing on medium speed shaft -7 -10 -4 7 5 4

IMS-C Bearing on medium speed shaft -11 -9 -3 8 6 6

HS-A Bearing on high speed shaft -21 -7 -2 9 7 7

HS-B Bearing on high speed shaft -18 -10 -5 6 4 3

HS-C Bearing on high speed shaft -19 -10 -5 5 4 2

Sun gear 1st stage sun gear -57 8 3 1 2 -1

Pinion 3rd stage pinion -53 3 1 0 0 -3

7 the axial load extends to a higher range in floating wind turbines than the land-based turbine,239

which explains the high damage observed for floating turbines. This also can be observed in the240

equivalent load and number of load cycles as presented in the Figure 9 - drawn for EC4. The241
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Table 9: TLP: fatigue damage comparison factor, χ %.

Component Description EC1 EC2 EC3 EC4 EC5 EC6

INP-A Main bearing, upwind -21 -6 -7 -3 -10 -9

INP-B Main bearing, downwind 2 28 8 27 24 51

PLC-A 1st stage planet carrier bearing, upwind -17 -2 -4 1 -7 -5

PLC-B 1st stage planet carrier bearing, downwind -18 -4 -5 -1 -8 -6

PL-A 1st stage planet bearing, upwind -2 3 5 1 -3 0

PL-B 1st stage planet bearing, downwind -6 -3 0 -1 -6 -5

IMS-PLC-A 2nd stage planet carrier bearing, upwind -16 -2 -4 1 -6 -5

IMS-PLC-B 2nd stage planet carrier bearing, downwind -18 -4 -10 -10 -18 -26

IMS-PL-A 2nd stage planet bearing, upwind -5 1 6 1 -2 1

IMS-PL-B 2nd stage planet bearing, downwind -6 -1 3 0 -4 -2

IMS-A Bearing on medium speed shaft -16 -3 -2 -1 -7 -7

IMS-B Bearing on medium speed shaft -14 -1 2 0 -5 -4

IMS-C Bearing on medium speed shaft -10 0 3 2 -4 -2

HS-A Bearing on high speed shaft 0 1 4 2 -3 0

HS-B Bearing on high speed shaft -7 -2 1 -1 -5 -4

HS-C Bearing on high speed shaft -6 -2 0 -2 -6 -5

Sun gear 1st stage sun gear -57 0 12 -4 -1 -1

Pinion 3rd stage pinion -72 -2 10 -5 -3 -3

INP-B sustains more damage in spar followed by semi-2, semi-1 and TLP wind turbines compared242

with the land-based turbine. For the spar wind turbine, the wave load is the primary cause of this243

large load variation in INP-B in below rated (EC2), rated (EC4) and above rated (EC5 and EC6)244

wind speeds, as illustrated in the power spectrum of the equivalent load in Figure 10. Note that245

the vertical axis is in logarithmic scale. “P” in this figure represents the rotor rotational frequency.246

According to this figure and for the semi-2 wind turbine, the rotational frequency “3P” has a247

higher contribution to the equivalent load than the wave in the below rated wind speed (EC2),248

while at the rated wind speed, wave influence is dominant. As the wind increases to the cut-out249

speed, the effect of “3P” increases.250

In addition, the results show that the INP-B damage in semi-2 is higher than in semi-1 even251

though semi-2 is by far heavier than semi-1 platform. It appears that the active ballast system in252

semi-1 which counteracts the thrust force and reduces the platform pitch, contributes positively253

in thrust load reduction in semi-1.254

The upwind main bearing (INP-A), which carries only radial load, has similar or less damage for255

all floating platforms compared with the land-based turbine. This implies that the radial force or256

its variation is lower in floating platforms than the land-based turbine. It is important to highlight257

that the fatigue damage in gears and bearings is not only a function of the load variation but also258
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Figure 9: Downwind main bearing (INP-B). Equivalent load (equation 3) versus load cycles in floating and land-

based turbines, shown for EC4.

Figure 10: Downwind main bearing (INP-B). Spectrum of equivalent load (equation 3) for EC2, EC4, EC5 and

EC6.
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is a function of the load mean value. In every rotation a single gear tooth or a roller in the bearing259

undergoes a stress cycle from zero to a peak value irrespective whether the input load is constant260

or it varies. The stress cycle of the gear tooth or bearing roller does not explicitly correspond to261

the load fluctuations. This is due to the fact that the gear or bearing stress range is not only a262

function of the external load fluctuations but also it is a function of the rotational speed [10].263

Apart from the main bearings, INP-A and INP-B, which are located outside the gearbox on264

the main shaft, all other bearings are situated inside the gearbox. The comparison shows that265

these bearings hold equal or even lower damage in floating wind turbines. In the spar wind turbine266

and from rated and above rated wind speed some of these bearings inside the gearbox enjoy lower267

damage than in the land-based wind turbine. There are more bearings with low damage for the268

semi-2 wind turbine in both low and high wind speeds, while the semi-1 wind turbine - the one269

with the wind turbine on an offset column - appears to be more “drivetrain friendly” at low wind270

speed. However, it is important to note that the semi-1 is far lighter than the semi-2 turbine with271

a displacement of almost 30% of the semi-2 and is equipped with an active ballast system. Finally,272

bearings in the TLP appear to hold very similar damages to the land-based turbine.273

Moreover, many green values in EC1 imply that the semi-1 and TLP turbines perform better at274

this low environmental condition than the land-based turbine. EC1 is the environmental condition275

near the cut-in wind speed.276

For the two selected gears, it appears that they sustain almost equal damage in floating and277

land-based turbines. This is mainly due to the two main bearings design which has reduced the278

non-torque loads imposed on the gears. Moreover, bearings are more critical than gears in this279

gearbox as shown in the Figure 8.280

5. Conclusions281

In this paper a land-based designed 5 MW drivetrain was modelled on four types of floating282

support structures: spar, TLP and two semi-submersibles, and the fatigue damage in mechanical283

components was compared for different environmental conditions. All wind turbines followed an284

identical power curve, to ensure the consistency in comparisons. The comparison of fatigue damage285

in the drivetrain of floating versus land-based wind turbines reveals that the main bearing carrying286

axial loads sustains more damage in floating wind turbines than land-based. The spar floating wind287

turbine is the one with the highest damage on the main bearing followed by semi-2, semi-1 and288
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TLP wind turbine. The main reason for the higher damage in the spar wind turbine is the large289

wave induced axial force on the main shaft. The main bearing damage in the spar wind turbine is290

observed to be significant, almost three times more than the land-based in high wind speeds.291

Overall, the comparison results suggest that other gears and bearings inside the gearbox - apart292

from main bearings which are situated outside the gearbox - perform equal to or even better in293

floating wind turbines than land-based. Moreover, the limited simulations presented in this study294

suggest that the gearbox damage is almost equal in the TLP and the land-based and for some295

bearings in the spar, semi-1 and semi-2 it is even lower than the land-based.296

It is emphasized that the reference gearbox used in this study includes two main bearings,297

which largely reduce non-torque loads entering the gearbox, thus, the conclusions should not be298

generalized as they are very much dependent to the drivetrain configuration. Furthermore, a299

limited number of environmental conditions have been studied. Therefore, it is recommended to300

further devote analyses of different types of drivetrains on the selected floating support structures301

in various environmental conditions.302
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